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Human Poverty Index (HPI): The HPI has been deftned in an attempt to measure the
deprivation in basic human development in a similar way as the HDI. The variables used
in the HPI are: the percentage of people expected die before reaching the age of 40; the
percentage of adults who are illiterate; overall economic provision in terms of the
percentage of people without access to health services and safe water and the percentage
of underweight children under ftve. The human poverty index combines basic
dimensions of poverty and reveals interesting contrasts with income poverty. This
Report introduces a human poverty index (HPI). Rather than measure poverty by
income, it uses indicators of the most basic dimensions of deprivation: a short life, lack
of basic education and lack of access to public and private resources. Like all measures

n

the HPI has weaknesses - in data and in concept. Like all measures it cannot capture the
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totality of human poverty. But by combining in a single poverty index the concerns that
often get pushed aside when the focus is on income alone, the HPI makes a useful
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addition to the measures of poverty (HDR 1997).
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Imperialism: Whereas colonialism means direct rule of a people by a foreign state,
imperialism refers to a general system of domination by a state (or states) of other states,

of

regions or the whole world. Thus political subjugation through colonialism is only one

ty

form this domination might take; imperialism also encompasses different kinds of direct
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control. Also, whereas colonialism may be used as a purely descriptive term, impenalism is
usually used in an ideological way, usually as part of a particular theoretical view of the
causes, nature and effects of such domination, such a Lenin's view of imperialism as 'the

U

highest stage of capitalism'.

Impoverishment: In this study the term 'impoverishment' means a state of being poor,
unable to be in a position to acquire basic things needed to lead a decent life. In other
words, impoverishment means to experience poverty in many different ways and to
suffer multiple disadvantages that reinforce each other.

Industrialisation: The process by which production in the industrial sector becomes
increasingly important compared with agricultural production; more fundamentally, a
general change towards the use of advanced technology and a complex division of labour
in production with associated changes in social structure and organisation.
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General Concepts and Definitions of selected Terms

xix

Relative Poverty is defined in terms of inequality within the population. It can further
be defmed in terms of culturally determined standards necessary for a socially acceptable
quality of life.

Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) is the name given to a set of free market
economic policies imposed on countries by the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund (IMP) as a condition for receiving money. The kind of SAPs referred to
in this study are those which were designed in the 1970s to assist developing countries
tide over temporary difficulties they faced in their balance of payments positions.
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Stunting refers to slow growth also known as chronic malnutrition, resulting from

To

frequent episodes of acute malnutrition or long-term food deficiency.
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Subsidy: In the social sectors a subsidy is a government payment to a relevant
department to provide a certain service to the public sector either for free or at a low
pnce.

Subsistence: This term is often associated with Seebom Rowntree (1901). Poverty from

ity

a subsistence perspective is when an individual or family or household has no sufficient
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income in the short-term for health survival or decency.

Sustainable Human Development: The United Nation's Development Programme

U

has defined human development as a process leading to the widening of possibilities
offered to each and everyone. To live a long and healthy life, to be educated and to have
access to the resources necessary for enjoying acceptable living conditions and the
freedom to exercise choice and participate in society (UNDP 1990; 1992).

Third World: This term first came into use in the 1960s is still in popular usage. Unlike
faddish expressions destined to fade away after a brief passage of time, "Third World"
has required instead layers of meanings which vary from purely geographical (the 'South')
to the socio-economic ('poor', 'underdeveloped') to the political ('non-aligned') and the
theological (from the 'underside of history'). Beyond these geographical, socio-economic,
political and theological denotations, "Third World connotes a growing historical force
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Unemployment: A concept generally restricted to
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expressed as a share of 1,000 births.
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question, "is poverty a problem?" Alcock (1997:3) cites Oppenheim and Harker (1996:4-5)
who argue that:

Poverty means going short materially, socially and emotionally. It means spending less
on food, on heating, and on clothing than someone on an average income .... Above
all, poverty takes away the tools to build the blocks for the future--your 'life chances'.
It steals away the opportunity to have a life unmarked by sickness, a decent education,
a secure home and a long retirement.

In an attempt to give a global perspective on poverty, the World Summit for Social

w
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Development held in 1995 in Copenhagen, Denmark, defined poverty as follows:

of
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Poverty has various manifestations, including lack of income and productive resources
sufficient to ensure sustainable livelihoods; hunger and malnutrition; ill health; limited
to lack of access to education and other basic services; increased morbidity and
mortality from illness; homelessness and inadequate housing; unsafe environment; and
social discrimination and exclusion. It is also characterised by lack of participation in
decision-making and in civil, social and cultural life ... (see Heintz and Jardine 1998:5)

Part of the defmition above equates poverty with a certain level of material
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deprivation, below which an individual suffers physically, emotionally and socially. Some
studies or research on poverty often narrowly define and measure poverty in terms of a broad
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threshold of income and resources which separates the poor from the non-poor. As it shall be
discussed in Chapter 2, there are two ways of seeing this threshold--as a fi'Ced point of

U

reference, or as measured against the ability of others to command resources in the economy.
The first approach is called an absolute definition

ifpOIJeTty and

the second approach is called a

reiatilJe definition to po/JeTty.l The absolute defmition of poverty attempts to define poverty in

subsistence terms. If individuals, families or groups fail to maintain, through lack of adequate
income or resources, a socially minimal or acceptable level of living, then these persons would
be considered poor in absolute terms. Defined in relative terms, poverty has generally come to
mean a sense of social inequality. In other words, it takes on board issues of social cleavages
and economic distinctions between different groups. The crucial point, however, as this study
argues is that the problem of poverty requires an analysis that goes beyond the issues of
income, wealth, and productivity. Syed Abdus Samad (in 0yen et al 1996: 34) notes that:

1

As noted, a detailed discussion on the conceptions of poverty is covered in Chapter 2.
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12.5 per cent to 50 per cent (See Table 24, Appendix 11).4 The fact that most of the SADC
countries are extremely poor is also reflected in their relatively low scores on human
development dimension. s Using the HDI criteria, only Mauritius falls in the high human
development category, whilst South Africa, Botswana, Swaziland and Zimbabwe are in the
medium human development category and the rest of the SADC countries are in the low
human development category (see Moyo 1998:16).
It is worth mentioning that there are major variations among SADC countries in as far

as poverty levels are concerned. For example, Moyo notes that Zimbabwe reports poverty
levels of 60 per cent, while Botswana reports poverty levels of 25 per cent. 6 He goes on to
state that the Human Poverty Index (HPI), which entails access to water, health and children

w
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under weight etc, places Mozambique as worst off with a 50 per cent score, even though it
fares much better on certain variables: for example, 37 per cent of its people do not have

To

access to safe water compared to 73 per cent in Zambia, 62 per cent in Tanzania and 58 per

e

cent in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, inspite of the fact that these countries have a

ap

lower human poverty index. 7

C

Statistics such as those given above say little about the actual experience of poverty in
SADC countries. In fact, studies on poverty conducted in most SADC countries provide

of

evidence that the vast majority of the people in these countries are affected with an "ill-

ty

problem". In other words, the majority of population in this region is either ill-fed, ill-housed,
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ill-educated or illiterate and so on. Similarly, the general picture that emerges from various
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studies conducted both in South Africa and Zambia is of continuous ill-health, arduous and
often hazardous work for virtually no income, no power to influence change, and high levels

U

of anxiety and stress. To be precise, the majority of the population in these two countries is
being deprived of the necessities of life. In fact, this is a common trend in the whole of Africa,
and in other Third World countries.
The number of the people experiencing poverty in SADC countries poses a profound
challenge for governments and civil society in the region. Why should goods and services be
scarce when there are enough material and natural resources in the region? Why should
people continue to be born into poverty if there are enough resources in the region? Does it

Values on South Africa are not included in this table, however, to compare South Africa HDI ranking with
the rest of the SADC countries see Appendix II Table 25.
5 The human development index (HDI) indicates the relative position of a country (or region or group) on an
HDI scale a and 1. Countries with an HDI below 0.5 are considered to have a low level of human development,
those with an HDI between 0.5 and 0.8 a medium level, and those of 0.8 and above a high level of human
development (d. definition ofHDI p. xiv).

4

6

Ibid.

7

See http://www.un.org/Depts/eca/summit/okello.htm
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mean that the region has insufficient knowledge, management skills and human resources, to
bring about a poverty free Southern African in less than two decades? Notwithstanding the
problem of the scarcity of resources, it has been observed that much of poverty in Southern
Africa is structural in nature. As many mainstream approaches to economics would
vehemently argue, clearly the problem of scarcity of resources is not the primary issue, but
rather a socially constructed scarcity due to a skewed distribution of material and natural
resources is at the heart of the poverty problem in Southern Africa. Some of factors causing
poverty in the sub-region are gender disparities, political power struggles, bad governance,
poor economic policies, lack of opportunities for equal economic participation. It is now
generally agreed that in the absence of. economic, political and social empowerment, it

w
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becomes impossible for governments to respond effectively to the needs of the poor and
improve their conditions.

To

This study is motivated by the realisation that a substantial number of years have

e

passed since some SADC countries attained their independence, and it seems most of them

ap

have failed to achieve, even in relative terms, one of the main aspirations of the struggle for

C

independence: raising the living standards of their people. The question of raising the standard
of the people in my view constitutes the fundamental challenge for South Africa and Zambia,

of

which are subjects of this study. In South Africa, indications in 1996 were that 53 per cent of
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the population is poor. Given the political and socio-economic history of South Africa,
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poverty in this country is closely related to race. Sixty one percent of Africans, 38 per cent of
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Coloureds are classified as poor, compared with only 5 per cent of Indians and 1 per cent of
Whites. These high levels of poverty and inequality affect living standards, economic growth

U

and the levels of crime and social stability. Similarly, in Zambia, indications in 1996 were that
70 per cent of the population, out of an estimated population of 9.5 million people live below
the poverty line. In Zambia, all the major indicators of human development including food,
water, health, education, and shelter are largely negative.
This study further seeks to understand the extent and nature of poverty in Southern
Africa, particularly in South Africa and Zambia. The broad premise of this study is that the
problem of poverty is evident in both South Africa and Zambia. In both countries, the
dimensions of poverty include the problem of unemployment, poor quality of education,
inadequate health care services, substandard housing, lack of transportation services, and
inadequate water treatment and sewerage system. Other significant issues common to both
South Africa and Zambia include material resources, alcoholism, drug abuse, crime, violence,
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of poverty. As it has been observed, the problem of poverty is not only apolitical one but
implicit in the ongoing debate about poverty is a moral question that falls within the social
and spiritual responsibility of the Church. In fact, Scripture provides the Church with a
number of resources for dealing with issues of justice, especially its biblical emphasis on social
ethics. Since we are living in a world of rising international inequality and deep, persistent
poverty, it is imperative that the Church should fight against poverty, and seek to remove it
from the scene. The question this study attempts to answer is are churches in Southern Africa
sufficiendy responding to the problem of poverty. What have they done? What are they
doing? Or what should they be doing? The current ecumenical spirit in South Africa, as well
as in Zambia, to mobilize churches to act meaningfully and decisively in the struggle against

n

poverty informs the major research question. The plight of the poor and their struggle to

w

survive in the global economic order does not only challenge the Church and other non-

To

governmental organizations (NGOs) to find ways to help blunt the negative effects of

e

poverty, but also to influence governments and corporate policies, programmes and services

ap

so as to alleviate and, hopefully, lead to the elimination of poverty. 9
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Having oudined the scope of the study this chapter goes on to present the statement
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of

of the research problem, objectives of the research project and the significance of the study.
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Statement of the Research Problem

Available research fmdings touching on poverty in Southern Africa indicate that

U

poverty is a serious problem. Although evidence also indicates that during the last five years,
the sub-region has enjoyed relatively good economic growth, it appears that its benefits have
not trickled down to the people at the grassroots level. The poverty and inequality levels in the
sub-region continue to be very high with the majority of the population living below the
poverty line. It is clear that the high incidence of poverty in Southern Africa is a result of a
combination of various factors such as: high unemployment levels; limited access to
productive resources such as land and capital; urban biased development policies, causing
rural-urban migration; the negative impact of structural adjustment programmes that some
countries in the region have implemented; the high rate of population growth; the inability of
government and other development agencies to effectively channel resources to poverty

Southern Africa has had some follow-up forums to the World Development Summit Conference as a
response to implement the various resolutions recommended by the Summit.

9
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eradication programmes; political instabilities causing internal displacements; external factors
such as unfavourable terms of trade; the debt servicing obligation; and persistent droughts.
Poverty in South Africa and Zambia raises important issues of access and equity.
Empirical evidence on access to basic services shows that poor households in both countries
often face substantial constraints in obtaining education, health care, safe water and sanitation.
This makes it more likely that poverty will be perpetuated from one poor, disadvantage
generation to the next. Unless economic growth includes the poor, both by creating
employment opportunities and by enabling them to improve their health and education, the
poor will not benefit. The main aim of the study is to identify the challenges and some church

w
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responses to the blight of poverty that continues to confront the sub-region.
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To

Objectives of the Research Project

ap

The general objective of the study was to determine how some churches in Southern

C

Africa, in South Africa and Zambia in particular, have responded to the problem of poverty.
This study confmes itself to the responses from national church bodies namely, the South

of

African Council of Churches, the Southern African Catholic Bishops Conference, the
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Episcopal Conference.
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Christian Council of Zambia, the Evangelical Fellowship of Zambia and the Zambia

U

Specific oi?jectilJeS are as follows:

(a) To survey the extent and nature of poverty and impoverishment in Southern Africa,
South Africa and Zambia in particular.

(b) To analyse attitudes and perceptions of poverty and inequality m South Africa and
Zambia.
(c) To ascertain the gap between theory and practice, that is, in terms of anti-poverty
strategies that the governments of South Africa and Zambia have developed.
(d) To disseminate knowledge about poverty and impoverishment in the Southern African
Development Community.
(e) To challenge both government and churches that fighting poverty and impoverishment
needs concerted effort.
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(f) To assess how some selected churches in South Africa and Zambia are responding to the
problem of poverty and impoverishment.

(g) To examine the difficulties and problems faced by churches

ill

their role to eradicate

poverty.

(h) To provide information to governments, church groups, non-governmental organisations
and others working to improve the status of the poor.

(i) To make recommendations to churches that will increase their effective participation in
the eradication of poverty and inequality.

w
n

Significance of the Study

To

Anyone who tackles seriously any of the main questions facing the people of Southern

e

Africa today, whether that of injustice, poverty, political oppression, or environmental
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destruction, immediately comes up against the economic problem. But not all churches in

problem. Indeed, there is

a curious

C

Southern Africa have yet addressed themselves, let alone responded sufficiently to this
lopsidedness in the way churches in the sub-region view

of

this problem. On the one hand, churches in the sub-region (e.g. in South Africa) have tried to

ty

deal with the economic problem in their theology of liberation. Churches in Southern Africa
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have felt the impact of the present global economic system too closely and too severely not to
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address themselves to this problem. Their church members and the people they live among
are growing daily poorer. The question

wkJ this should be so (i.e. the economic question)

can

U

no longer be relegated to the margin of specialised ethical studies but has to be brought within
the all-embracing horizon of biblical and theological reflection. On the other hand, there are
churches both in South Africa and Zambia which identify with the middle and upper classes.
Such churches are wrapped in a belief that the church has nothing to do politics, or else see
the 'the market economy' as part of the Christian credo to be defended at all costs.
Villa-Vicencio (1992:30) argues that "the church is obliged by the demands of biblical
tradition but also by the exigencies of political reality, consciously to live at the nexus of
powerlessness and power. Even when located 'on the side' of rulers and in ministering to a
government that seeks to promote social justice, is to do in solidarity with those who suffer
most in

society~"

How can the Church help and point a direction? The question of the

church's involvement in economic matters is not new. For example, during the Middle Ages
the churches were deeply involved in social and economic matters, not only at a theological
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striking illustrations of the adverse impact of inequitable access to resources on human
development. The level of human poverty in Zambia is very high. The Zambia Human
Development Report (1998:3) states that over 69 percent of the population fall below a
money-metric based poverty line. The Zambian government is unable to provide adequate,
equitable and quality basic social services which are of paramount importance in any
programme for the alleviation, reduction and eradication of poverty. In South Africa too
inequality with respect to income and standard of living between races is prominent. Although
South Africa is considered to have a medium human development prof11e, similar to that of
Paraguay and Botswana, there are great disparities in the level of human development in
different parts of the country.

n

Since the researcher is not a disinterested observer, but has his own position in favour
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of the poor, the marginalised and oppressed people in obtaining their socio-economic rights,
the researcher is interested in challenging churches to understand that economics is neither an

ap
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end in itself, nor does it represent an autonomous realm with intrinsic laws of its own. Any
economic institution has to be judged on the grounds or the extent to which it provides for all

C

people in any society, particularly for the poor, the marginalised and the oppressed. I hold that
churches do not only seek to be in solidarity with the poor but also to grasp in theory and

of

promote in practice a just, participatory and sustainable society. This study therefore,
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concludes with recommendations that churches by virtue of their calling must guide and work
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together with government and the rest of civil society in creating an economic vision whose
priorities is people development. A people-centred economy is one which seeks to meet the
basic needs of people, combat hunger and poverty, ignorance and disease, and enhance

U

human dignity and integrity.

Method used to Collect Data

Documentary Study

Most social science researchers put their emphasis on fieldwork, survey research, or a
combination of the two. Documentary research, which is a systematic use of printed or
written material for investigation, is often regarded as a secondary or supplementary method
in research approaches that employ a multi-method study. Yet as Giddens (1989:675)
observes, there are very few parts of fieldwork or surveys which do not involve some scrutiny
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of documentary material. In fact in one guise or another, documentary research is probably
one of the most widely used of all methods of gathering social science data. To this effect
therefore, documentary sources may also be utilised in their own right as reliable methods of
data collection and analysis. Moreover, these sources can us tell a great deal about the way in
which events were constructed at the time, the reasons employed, as well as providing
materials upon which to base further investigations (May 1993:133).
Some of the documents often consulted in documentary research could either be
public or private records. Documents themselves cover a very wide range, including for
example, newspapers and magazine articles, minutes of meetings, diaries, speeches, letters,
government documents and church records. Other documents used in this kind of method

n

virtually always include information and findings produced previously by writers in the field in
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question. One advantage of documentary research is that as a researcher, one is concerned
with collecting together and analysing materials from the work of others rather than

ap
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generating wholly new data (Giddens 1989:676). Obviously in some respects documented
materials will be very different form one another; however, by drawing on a diversity of

C

sources the researcher is able to develop a rich and detailed description of the phenomenon
being studied.

of

Although the researcher was interested in identifying the challenges and some church
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responses to the problem of poverty and impoverishment in Southern Africa, particularly in
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South Africa and Zambia, however, a wide range of literature on the concepts of poverty,
macroeconomics policies and socioeconomic development was reviewed. A thorough analysis
of the South African and Zambian governments, non-governmental organisations and church

U

documents was undertaken. This involved examining selected documentary sources on
economic, political and social policies, relevant to the issue of poverty. Poverty in both
countries is a known phenomenon, and has been well documented. By using a documentary
method, the researcher was able to reanalyse recorded research findings generated by other
investigators/ researchers. For instance, governments and other organisations regularly publish
'official statistics' on a multitude of social phenomena such as crime, infant mortality rates, life
expectance at birth, population growth, rates of unemployment and so on. In social sciences
these can be used as a basis for research. Researchers can utilise or reanalyse data from such
statistics, applying material helping to resolve a given research problem (Giddens 1989:676).
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unexamined assumptions about social life which, if the researcher is not cautious can be
inherited and reproduced in his or her study. This brings us back to the question of how a
researcher should approach a document as raised in the preceding paragraph, especially on the
question of the criteria for assessing the quality of the evidence available from documentary
sources. There are cases, for example, when newspapers and magazines are sometimes casual
in their accuracy. The question then is, how authentic or technically genuine is the document?
Of course, officially published statistics are more likely to be reliable than, for instance,
newspaper reports, however, as noted above, the researcher has to be aware of the many
limitations they can have. The documentary method was used with the assumption that it will
enable the researcher to develop a rich and explicit account of life in poverty.

reliable -

To
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Despite these necessary cautions, I take the documentary sources to be relatively
for the present situation of poverty in Southern Africa after all is well known and

documented. They form the theoretical basis of the research in poverty, and to some extent
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clarify some process and mechanisms which may account for poverty and impoverishment in
South Africa and Zambia. Poverty is going to be with us for a long time to come. Although
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the South African and Zambian governments in collaboration with non-governmental
organisations have devised a wide range of anti-poverty programmes, poverty casts long
shadows over our countries. On a more positive note, however, not all research has been in
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vain. With sound data and theoretical understanding, poverty research can have a vital role in
the debate on the issues of equity, economic justice, and overall human welfare.
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Doing comparative studies in social sciences involves a whole set of methodological
and theoretical problems of their own, which run as an undercurrent in all comparisons,
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irrespective of the field of research (0yen 1990 in 0yen et al 1996:5). Doing comparative
studies on poverty adds extra problems. Therefore, the national reviews in this study are not
meant to represent any rigorous attempt at comparison, but by linking the studies together a
new instrument is created that will foster thinking in comparative terms. Clearly, when one
considers the socioeconomic developments of the two countries selected, they illuminate the
nature of poverty and the twin processes of accumulation and impoverishment in what is
simultaneously one of the richest countries and one of the poorest countries in the Southern
African Development Community (SADC). On the one hand, it is important to cover these
two countries given their economic histories. The selection of South Africa and Zambia as
case studies was governed by the following factors. Firstly, I am a Zambian studying in South
Africa and have researched in the field of poverty in South Africa for the Research Institute

]6
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on Christianity in South Africa (RICSN 1). Secondly, as a Zambian I am interested in Zambia's
economic performance and the place of the poor within that performance, particularly that in

1991 the Zambian government strictly and vigorously implemented the structural adjustment
programme (SAP) with the intention of creating macroeconomic stability in the economy.12
Chapter 1 of this study covers the general overviews of South Africa and Zambia. It is
essentially a discussion on the land, demography, politics and economy of these two countries.
The second chapter is a general review of the concepts of poverty. It seeks to understand the
different and varying defInitions and measurements used by researchers on poverty. There are
several concepts that have been used to defIne and measure poverty. In this study, we have
confIned ourselves to the defInition and measurement of poverty in absolute and relative

n

terms. Also an attempt has been made to explain poverty and inequality. Chapter 3 examines
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the nature and extent of poverty in South Africa and Zambia. In both countries, poverty has
been acknowledged as a serious problem. In terms of poverty and human development, both
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countries show strong correlation between the level of education and standard of living,
poverty and ill health and poverty and unemployment. The fourth chapter analyses some

C

churches' responses to the challenges of poverty in South Africa and Zambia basing on the
issues raised in the Introduction, Chapters 1,2 and 3. In the conclusion, an attempt has been

of

made to create a framework for thinking about the problems of poverty and a set of

ty

recommendations has been put forward for consideration by churches and all those
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concerned about the future of Southern Africa, South Africa and Zambia in particular.

RlCSA is located in the Department of Religious Studies at the University of Cape Town.
In 1998, I had a privilege to do fieldwork in Zambia, during which I researched on the Church and the
Structural Adjustment Programme in Zambia 1992-1997.
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CHAPTER ONE
SETTING THE SCENE
A Brief History of South Africa
Land, Demography, Economy and Politics

South Africa occupies the southern extremity of the African continent. The country

n

covers a total area of 1,219,080 square meters (470, 689 square miles) between 22° and 35°
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south (a north-south distance of 1,800 km) and 16° and 33° east (a west-east distance of
over 1,500 km). It stretches from the shores of the Limpopo River in the north to Cape

e

Agulhas in the south and shares common borders with Namibia on the north-west,

ap

Botswana on the north, and Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Swaziland on the north-east.
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Lesotho is entirely surrounded by South Africa, lying within the eastern part of the country.
South Africa is Africa's tenth largest country by land area and is more than five times the size

of

of the United Kingdom and twice the size of France.
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As most African countries, South Africa is faced with high population growth, which

rs

seriously undermines efforts to improve the average standard of living and puts enormous
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pressure on public finance. Presently, the population is still growing at about 2.5 per cent per
annum. Basing on the March 1991 census, which was estimated at 37.6 million, it was
projected that the South African population could increase to 50.1 million in 2006. However,
according to the preliminary results of the October 1996 census, which were released in July
1997, South Africa's population was estimated at 37.9 million (Africa South of the Sahara
1999:173). Going with the October 1996 census, South Africa was the fifth most populous
African country - after Nigeria (118.4 million), Egypt (64.5 million), Ethiopia (60.1 million)
and the Democratic Republic of Congo (48.0 million). The growth rate is, however, expected
to decline from 2.3 per cent in 1991 to 1.78 per cent per annum in 2006. Besides this, the
country faces the onslaught of AIDS.13

13 Cf. Introduction, p. 6. It is expected that within ten years some 2.5 million people ",'ill have died of AIDS in South
Africa alone, while some 750,000 could be affected by the deadly disease. Like many other developing countries,
South Africa will soon be faced with a problem of taking care of the surviving orphans, which will eventually place
enormous pressure on State resources.
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Economically South Africa occupies a dominant position within Africa (see Dagut
1991 :29), which far exceeds its position in terms of both physical and population size. Lester
et al (2000:15) note that South Africa's Gross National Product (GNP) in 1997 was
US$130.2 billion, almost twice the size of the African country with the next largest GNP,
Egypt (US$71.2 billion), and more than four times larger than Nigeria (US$30.7 billion),
which has the largest population. They further note that in terms of Gross National Product
per capita, South Africa again had the highest in the continent (US$3,400), and was ranked
45 th out of 133 countries by the World Bank in 1997, not far short of Venezuela (US$3,500)
ranked 44, and Poland (US$3,590) ranked 43 (see Lester et al 2000:15-16). In regional
economic terms, South Africa dominates Southern Africa and has played a leading, if not

n

dominant, role in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) since it was
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incorporated in August 1994. For example, the statistics presented in Table 25 indicate the
overwhelmingly dominant position which South Africa occupied among the 12 SADC

ap
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countries in 1997 (see Appendix II).

The colonial economic systems in Africa advocated the isolation of the indigenous

C

people in large areas in which they were administered under the systems of 'indirect rule' and
were supposed to be left to work out their own destiny. Mamdani (1996) distinguishes the

of

two forms of rule (i.e. direct and indirect). In his view, direct rule was the form of urban civil
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power. He contends that direct rule was about the exclusion of natives from civil freedom
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guaranteed to citizens in civil society (Mamdani 1996: 18). In contrast, indirect rule signified a
rural authority. He argues that it was about incorporating natives into a state-enforced
customary order (Mamdani 1996:18). In Mamdani's reformulation, "direct and indirect rule

U

are better understood as variants of despotism: the former centralised, the latter
decentralised" (Mamdani 196:18). The two forms of rule were used as alternative modes of
controlling natives in the early colonial period. Moreover, with the passing of time, both
direct and indirect rule evolved into complementary ways of native control. In Southern
Africa, this policy started at the turn of the twentieth century, which saw the creation of
Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland as separate states.
Even though the term 'apartheid' was new

1n

1948, when the National Party

triumphed in the parliamentary elections, racial discrimination and far reaching government
intervention in the economy were not (Lundahl in Petersson 1998:22). It is generally noted
that the unequal treatment of Africans and Whites dates back to 1652, and viewed in this
light, the legal codification that took place after 1948 constituted the end of the process
rather than the beginning of one. The National Party government built apartheid
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(separateness) into a monstrously labyrinthine system which dominated every facet of life in
South Africa. The decade from 1949 to 1959 saw the introduction of a number of measures
designed to separate South Africa's racial groups and legally to entrench the position of
Whites in the heardand of the modern economy (Nattrass 1981 :192).
The National Party government steadily consolidated its hold on the state, with
greater degree of ideological fervour than any previous government; for instance, longstanding state controls over the African labour market were restructured and gready
intensified.1 4 For example, a national system of labour bureaux introduced in the 1950s to
monitor and control Africans employment, placed increasingly severe constraints on
Africans' freedom of movement and occupational choice.

n

The discovery of diamonds and gold (in the 1800s and 1860s respectively)
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transformed South Africa economically, both in its links with the world economy and in the
shift of the internal economic centre of gravity from coastal cities to the highveld (Bundy in

development~ of

the capitalist mining industry and a sequence of

ap

Most significandy the

e

Schrire 1992:28). Predominandy the agrarian societies began to urbanise and to industrialise.

imperialist interventions by Britain brought about the formation of a new state of South
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Africa in 1910 (see the following section). The growth of mines and cities created a

of

qualitatively different scale of demand for labour in South Africa. Consequendy, the smaller
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rural producers were subjected to enormous economic and political pressures, which
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detached them from competing with their white counterparts. Arguably, the developments in
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the political arena after the Union of 1910 did not pave the way for economic changes that
would benefit the entire population of South Africa. Take, for example, the Land Act of

14 Segregationalist strategies were not a new phenomenon. Prior to 1948, a number of laws were passed such as
land ownership and the freedom of population movements. For instance, the policy of racially segregating
ownership rights to land was institutionally formalised in South Africa with respect to Africans and Wbites by
the Union Government in 1913 when it passed the Natives Land Act. This Act, together with the 1936 Native
Trust and Land Act, limited Africans rights of access to land to certain geographical areas. By so doing, these
Acts together effectively confined African land ownership (both tribal and private), to less than 14 per cent of
South Africa's total land areas, and by no means to the best soils. When the National Party came to power,
more prohibitions were imposed on Africans such as the Ivf:ixed Marriage Act of 1949, the Population
Registration Act of 1950, the Group Areas Act of 1953, Bantu Education Act of 1953, Reservation of Separate
Amenities Act and other many others all laid the groundwork for a more rigid and thoroughgoing system of
racial discrimination than had existed before. In 1959, the Bantu Self-Government Act ushered in Black
Homelands. In sum, the exclusion of the majority of the population from political participation before and after
the formation of the 1910 Union meant that inequality in South Africa was structured increasingly on racial
lines. Thus, the practice and ideology of segregation shaped 'the essential institutions of twentieth South
Africa--reserves, migrant labour, compounds, segregated urban space, a workforce deeply divided on axes of
skill, pay and race. (See Colin Bundy. Development and inequality in historical perspective. In Robert Schrire
(ed., op. cit.). In subsequent years the apartheid system increased the degree of distortions in the labour market.
For example, Porter in Lundahl (1998) notes that "wage rates differed between racial groups performing the
same tasks, non-whites were crowded out of skilled and semi-skilled occupations and the homelands system
made it impossible for the market for unskilled labour to clear."
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1913. As Bundy (1979:241) rightly observes, "this Act sought not only to suppress the
successful squatter peasants and to shield white agriculture from competition by black
farmers, but also to freeze relationships in Reserve areas."
The Land Act clearly defined communal reserves within which Africans,15 deftned as
the subjects of chiefs, could occupy and farm their own land (Lester et al 2000:143). This
point is also noted by Bundy (in van Donk 1994:6) who argues that the 1913 land law
provided the statutory basis for segregation, by dividing South Africa into areas where
Africans could own their own land (the reserves) and the rest, where Africans were
prohibited from "purchase, hire or other acquisition of land or any right thereto". The Land
Act was part of a much longer and broader process, whereby small-scale farmers were not

n

only dispossessed of their land, but also deprived of the ability to provide for themselves.
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More problematic was that poorer African peasants were being converted more
effectively into migrants, supplying the essential workforce for the industrialising economy.

e

The long-term signiftcance of the Land Act was enormous. According to Worden (1994:49),

ap

the Act removed the means by which many Africans producers had resisted both
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incorporation into migrant labour system of the mines and wage labour on the farms. Many
historians remark that the Land Act imposed a policy of territorial segregation with a heavy

of

hand and deftned the boundaries of the Native Reserves. In 1913 the reserves initially
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covered 7 per cent of the land area of the Union, with the provision to increase their area to
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14 per cent in 1936 (see footnote 14), these areas became the basis of the 'homelands' of the
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apartheid era.

The exclusion of the majority of the population from econOffilC and political
participation before and after the formation of the new state in 1910 shows that inequality
was structured increasingly on racial lines. As most studies show, in the early years of South
Africa's industrialisation, politically powerful employers (especially mine-owners and fanners)
were able to secure legislation in their interests. As Bundy (in Schrire 1992:30) rightly puts it,
the practice and ideology of segregation shaped the essential institutions of twentieth-century
South Africa, reserves, migrant labour, compounds, segregated urban space, and a workforce
deeply divided on axes of skill, pay and race. The following section is therefore devoted to a
brief account of the South African economic history.

15 In this study, the term "African" (particularly in our discussion on South African colonial history) is used to denote
those persons commonly referred to in South Africa as 'black'. This is chiefly to avoid misunderstanding as the Land
Acts referred specifically to Africans, and not to 'Coloureds' and Indians.

)
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South Africa's Economic History

This development can be conveniently divided into three phases.

1. The period under occupation of the Dutch East India Company (1652-1800);
2. The period under British rule in the Cape, the growth of Natal, Orange Free State and
the Transvaal up to the Anglo-Boer War (1800-1910); and
3. The twentieth century period of responsible Government, the Great War, up to the

n

present time.
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It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss phases 1 and 2. However, it has to be

acknowledged that these two phases were also important periods in the industrial
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foundations of South Africa. Since this study is not extensive no full historical description of
the industrial development will be given, nor a detailed analysis of the individual industries
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and the various problems related thereto. It should also be mentioned that it is not the aim
of this study to criticise or to establish what approaches have been employed in the writing

of

of South Africa's economic history. What we propose to do is to try as briefly as possible to
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discuss South Africa's economic history from 1910 to the present time. In other words, given
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the nature of this study, this section will attempt to discuss some aspects of the economic
development of South Africa, with special reference to the country's economic evolution and
the practice of racial segregation since 1910. The narrower concern here is to establish how

U

South Africa's uneven industrialisation and racial capitalism intensified and redefined social
and economic inequalities.
It is worthwhile to begin by pointing out that at the time of the Anglo-Boer War
there were four separate governments in South Africa, two of which were British
possessions, the Cape Colony and Natal, and two independent Republics, the Transvaal and
the Orange Free State. 16 The effects of the political disunion were witnessed in every aspect
of South Africa's economic life. In other words, there was no economic co-operation
amongst the four colonies. Subsequent to the 1899-1901 South African (Anglo-Boer) War,
negotiations were urged upon the four colonies to unite, which they did in 1910, to form the
Union of South Africa (Dagut 1991 :20).

16 The responsible government was given to the Cape colony in 1871, to Natal in 1892, and to Orange Free State and the
Transvaal in 1906.
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Prior to the discovery of diamonds and gold, the South African economy was
predominandy agricultural in nature and its rate of economic development was very low and
even non-existent in some areas. However, the discovery of diamonds and gold served to
quicken the pace of various South African economies. As the industry expanded there was a
rapid increase in demand for labour force. Webb (in Coleman 19983:175) notes that the
labour needs of the early gold mines were met by a partial diversion of the flow of migrant
African workers destined for the Kimberly diamond-mines. He further points out that one of
the most unique features in the gold-mining industry was that from the outset it was capital
intensive, labour intensive, and export intensive (in Coleman 1983:179). Jones and MUller
(1992:51) note that almost all the skilled and professional needs of the gold mines were

n

initially obtained from abroad. It was only in 1907, when 'poor white' Afrikaners were
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employed during the miners' strike that the mines begun to use significant numbers of
locally-born White workers (see Jones and Muller 1992:51). The high wages which had to be

e

offered to induce skilled miners and artisans to emigrate to South Africa, provide part of the

ap

explanations for the wide differential which existed between the wage levels of skilled and
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unskilled workers Gones and MUller 1992:51).

Similarly, Bundy (in Schrire 1992:30) notes that because of their skills, scarcity, and

of

political power, white immigrant miners were able to win relatively high wages, while African
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migrants were unskilled and low-paid, earning about one-ninth of their white counterparts.
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He goes on to state that the gold-mining industry rapidly established a pattern of labour
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recruitment, remuneration, and accommodation that stamped itself indelibly upon social and
economic relations in twentieth-century South Africa (Bundy in Schrire 1992:30). This racial
division along race and skill lines was cemented into law by the Mines and Works Act passed
by the Union government in 1911. In terms of this law, the Governor General was
empowered to make regulations requiring certificates of competency for the performance of
different types of work (Wilson 1972a:8; Randall 1972:52).17 As Rafel (in Moss and Obery
1987:267) observes, the Act itself did not contain a colour bar, but its regulations did (cf.
Wilson 1972a:12). These regulations specifically reserved or restricted skilled and supervisory
jobs in the mines for white workers (see footnote 17).
According to Rafel (in Moss and Obery 1987:265), job reservation was enforced on
the mines through the discriminatory definition of 'scheduled person' in the Mines and
Works Act. In the Transvaal and Orange Free State, such certificates were granted only to

17 The certificates issued by the goverrunent mining engineer covered jobs such as rock blasting, mine manger,
mechanical and electrical engineers, winding engine drivers, locomotive engine drivers, and boiler attendants.
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whites, and by 1920 more than 7,000 white men were protected by these regulations and
another 4,000 were protected by the force of custom backed up by trade-union action
(Wilson 1972a:8; Randall 1972:52; Wilson and Ramphele 1989:195). There is no doubt that
in essence the Act implied that unskilled work was to be performed by Africans. Most
significantly the Act disqualified Africans to obtain skill necessary to perform key mining
jobs. Thus, viewed in this light it becomes obvious that the direct contribution made by
mining industry towards the empowerment and improvements in the standard of living of
Africans has been very small. For example, Nattrass (1981:160) notes that for almost the
whole period up to 1973 less than 6 per cent of the value added by the gold mining industry
found its way directly into the hands of black South Africans.

n

The third phase of South Africa's economic history can be divided into four stages.
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The first stage is the period between 1924-1933, which laid the foundations of South Africa's
'modern economy'. This was a period of consolidation and restructuring which started when
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the Pact Government (a coalition between the White Labour Party and the Afrikaner
National Party) came to power in 1924. This alliance attempted to stimulate agriculture,
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address the poor white problem, and reduce dependence on mining, which was seen as a
wasting resource. Van der Berg (in Nomvete 1993:10) notes that one of the policy initiatives

of

passed by the coalition government was the 'civilised labour policy' which excluded blacks
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from many employment opportunities and from trade union rights, effectively reducing their
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ability to compete with whites in the market place.
According to van der Berg, it was during the period 1924-1933 that a foundation was
laid for interventionist economic policies that were combined with economic discrimination.
By this time the black South African peasantry, a strong economic force, had been severely

U

undermined. The forty years that followed the 1913 Land Act, the Africans in the reserves
encountered a wide range of social and economic ills. For example, Macmillan (cited in
Bundy 1979:222), writing on the state of the reverses, summarised his findings as follows:
"Africans there were 'immeasurably poorer' than they had been; they lived in 'poverty
congestion and chaos', blighted by 'ill-health, and starvation, endemic typhus, and almost
chronic scurvy'; they suffered 'an often appalling mortality rate among infants' they lived in
'heavily over-populated' and 'grossly neglected' areas where they were 'utterly dependent on
wage-earning outside' to relieve 'a dead level of poverty' inside." As shown in this section, the
white power structure can be seen as those institutions and structures created by white
entelprise and management, white labour and white government which function so as to
exclude blacks from exercising their effective power.
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Second is the period between 1933-1974, which is referred to as the 'open economy'.
Nomvete (1993:10) notes that it was a period of diversifying industrialisation marked by
spurts in export demand. The high economic growth rates experienced during the period
contributed to the institution and structural change in the economy of South Africa and also
provided scope for improved living standards. Growth also led to an inflow of some factors
of production, capital, foreign entrepreneurs and enterprises, skilled workers and technology.
The third one is the period between 1974-1992, in which South Africa's 'modern economy'
took shape. The fourth stage is the period from 1992 through to the present time during
which the South African government had to transform its economic policy in order to
enhance the country's international competitiveness.

n

A number of studies show that the South African colonial institutions were
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characterised by racially segregated economic development. For example, the South African
agricultural development had been characterised by its separation into a progressive, white-
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controlled sector and a stagnant and largely subsistence black agriculture (I<antor 1982:15).
According to Kantor (1982:15), this difference is explained by the different property rights

C

that encouraged progress in white farms and severely discouraged investment and initiative
on tribal land. Another feature of the institutional arrangements had been the prohibition of

of

blacks owing land and the direct and indirect subsides for white farmers (Kantor 1982:15).
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In some cases, the question of land went beyond political rights. African peasant
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farmers in some parts of the country had succeeded in competing against white farmers.
Moreover, ownership or occupation of land allowed Africans to make a living independently
of wage labour. While this situation pertained, there was a relative scarcity of African labour
for the white farmers, as well as for the diamond and gold mines. What the 1913 Land Act

U

attempted was to legislate out of existence the more independent forms of tenure and to
perpetuate instead the most dependent. In the Orange Free State, for example, its intention
was to forbid all sharecroppers agreements. 18 The Act was intended to reduce cash tenants
and sharecroppers to the status of labour tenants or wage labourers.19
Although the pressure for the legislation came primarily from the farmers its effects
were to prove even more beneficial to the mining industry which drew so large a proportion
of its black labour force from the overcrowded 'reserves' created by the 1913 Land Act
Wilson (1972a:3) argues that although previous Acts (e.g. the Glen Grey Act of 1894)
contained important provisions restricting land ownership, it was the Land Act of 1913 that

18 Sharecropping is the form of farming in which a white proprietor usually provided the seed and the land. African
peasants farmed grain and the returns were shared.
19 For further details on this statement the reader is referred to Bundy (1979), pp. 230-246.
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which affected an even larger proportion of the African population was the Land Act, as
discussed above, which subsequently produced a sector of the population that today
represents the lowest levels of education, resources, income expectation, or power.
Similarly, the Group Areas Act, the Amendments to the Urban Areas Act that took
place in 1952, 1957, 1964 and 1971, together with various other Acts designed to alter the
labour market relationships, served to strengthen the economic position of the Whites
(Nattrass 1981 :192). Stripped of their land, pushed into reserves, dependent of wage-labour,
denied mobility, yoked to their employers, exposed to myriad of punitive sanctions, and
padlocked to poverty, such situations exemplifY the kind of economic pressures Africans
endured. Simultaneously the African 'reserves'were reduced from relatively prosperous

n

peasant areas to remote and overpopulated labour reservoirs. Research has shown that
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historically the migrant labour system was at the centre of South Africa's political economy
and provided the basis for a system of exploitation in which the wealth of whites, particularly

Bantustans (see Hindson and Parekh 1993:8).
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in urban areas, grew at the expense of the mass of Africans located in rural areas in the
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Under apartheid inequality was rooted in the labour markets structured by a battery
of repressive and discriminatory measures. As mentioned above, the economic position of

of

Whites was strengthened by introduction of legal measures, such as those relating to the
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reservation of particular jobs for Whites, the restriction of African trade union rights and the
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controls that were imposed on Africans to operate businesses. These influences accentuated
the racial character of the spatial inequalities, and this was reinforced by the process of
capital accumulation, in both physical and human terms (Nattrass 1981:29). Consequently,

U

wealth has been concentrated in the hands of the whites, who also enjoy higher average
levels of education, better health services and social security. As it shall be shown in Chapter
3, apartheid had distributive effects as well.
The 1960s then saw the launch of an ambitious and ruthless programme of social
engineering,20 which stripped the majority of Africans of their South African citizenship, and
forcibly removed over three and half million from allegedly 'white' areas of the country to
putative ethnic 'homelands' (Lundahl in Petersson 1998:23). These mass forced removals,
which started in the 1950s, and intensified in 1960s through to the 1970s, were driven by a
ruthless bureaucratic machinery used to fight the human flow and force it, against the laws of
social gravity, back into the 'reserves'. These were also years in which the implementation of
the Group Areas Act transformed South Africa's urban geography, and in which 'black spot'

20

Social engineering might be defined as social and economic restructuring according to politically defined objectives.
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There is a great deal of detail that would have to said about the several laws which
either directly or indirectly limited the socio-economic progress of black South Africans
before the decline of apartheid. A detailed study of the various laws enacted before postapartheid South Africa lies beyond the scope of this study. However, what we have
attempted to do in this section is to analyse some of the laws, in particular, those that
influenced the consolidation of labour policies and other discriminatory Acts which
promoted and reinforced socio-economic stratification between races. Most notable were the
Mines and Works Act (1911), which imposed colour bar, Land Act (1913), which forbade
the purchase or lease of land by Africans outside designed areas known as 'reserves', and the
Urban Areas Act (1923), which provided for residential segregation in towns. 23
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Since the beginning of the 1990s, the post-apartheid economy has been an acute
concern in South Africa. Most significant has been the concern about the issues of growth
and redistribution. As noted above, the economic legacy of apartheid had created income
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and welfare disparities that were among the largest in the world (Wilson and Ramphele
1989). McGrath, cited by Nattrass and Seekings (in Petersson 1998:44) argues, "under the

of
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apartheid institutional framework, the market acted like a malevolent invisible land, working
to the advantage of workers and capitalists, widening the wage differentials between whites
and blacks." Although from the mid-1970s through to the 1990s notable changes occurred in
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the distribution and direction of economic inequality in South Africa, the overall distribution
of income has not changed.
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The political transition introduced by the democratic elections in 1994 urged the new
government to restructure the economic system so that the country develops a modern,
internationally competitive economy, less reliant on the export of minerals and raw materials,

U

and open to the growth of small and medium-sized business and capable of creating jobs.
Most importantly was the process of deracialising the economy, to ensure equitable
participation of black people in all its sectors, including access to land. Prior to 1994, the
ANC did not have a clear economic programme to offer, apart from a few advances it had
made on the vague and contradictory formulations of economic strategy presented in its
Freedom Charter.
For some analysts, the Freedom Charter should be read as a general statement of
aspiration rather than as a coherent view of how the economy should be run. However,
Lundahl (in Petersson 1998:28) notes that the Freedom Charter called for the nationalisation

23 Each of these Acts underwent amendment. For a detailed analysis of subsequent Acts down the years see T. R. N.
Davenport. 1987. South J\Erica: A Modern History.
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of the South African economy and for a transfer of land from Whites to Africans, at the
same time, it established the principle of free competition in all sectors and private
ownership was by no means ruled out. Lundahl further states that the vision seems to be that
of a mixed economy, with the state playing an important role both as a policy-maker and as
direct producer. In 1994, the ANC and its allies adopted the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP). Thus, both the pre-election RDP base document and the
subsequent White Paper on Reconstruction and Development made clear the need for a
more rapid economic growth as part of a programme for attacking poverty, achieving
employment opportunities for all work-seekers and redistributing incomes and wealth.
The South African government had planned to finance the RDP through savings on
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security-related expenses and increased revenue resulting from economic growth. However,
the implementation of the RDP proved much more difficult that the government had
anticipated. In 1996 the South African government announced its new macroecononuc
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policy, the Growth, Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR). The GEAR
document stresses the need to adopt economic policies which encourage investment in the
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economy and allow South Africa to compete in the global economy. The emphasis is on
growth, which is considered as a prerequisite for both employment and redistribution. It is
argued that the implementation of GEAR policies will make the implementation of the RDP
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in all its facets possible. In other words, what the RDP set to achieve by the year 2000 would
be met if the policy positions of GEAR are fully implemented. These two economic
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strategies are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3 in relation to the problem of poverty
and inequality in South Africa. On a general level, the economy envisaged by the new South
African government is one with a growth of real GDP per capita which is high enough to

U

allow for a substantial redistribution in favour of the poor majority both via the creation of
employment and via the expenditure side of the government budget (Lundahl in Petersson
1998:32).
Summing up, we may conclude that South Africa faces a range of daunting obstacles
to economic, social and political developments which are a result of almost hundred years of
the legacy of race discrimination. An outline of this legacy has been sketched above. It
sought to suggest how structural economic, social and political inequalities took different
forms in different periods, and tried to indicate some consequences of those changes. We
shall revisit some of the issues raised above in Chapter 3 where we will be analysing the
profile of poverty, inequality and human development, as well as economic policies in South
Africa. We now turn to analyse Zambia's socio-economic and political developments.
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Zambia in Brief
Politics, Land, Demography and Economy
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tobacco, sunflower and cassava. Zambia's many lakes and rivers support a rich and diverse
resource of fish. Thus, fishing is another important supplementary economic activity in rural
areas, mainly to supply urban consumption requirements (Republic of Zambia and United
Nations 1996:19).
Over the past three decades Zambia's population has more than doubled in size. The
de jure population rose from 3.5 million in 1963 to an estimated 9.5 million in 1996,

representing an increase of 171% over 33 years (Zambia Human Development Report
1998:5). Owing to the high population growth, the average population density per square
kilometre rose from 4.5 in 1963 to 7.5 in 1980 and to 10.6 in 1993, but remains low by
international standards (Zambia Human Development Report 1998:5; Republic of Zambia
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and UN System 1996:19). The Central Statistics Office (CSO) projection for 1996 is 13
persons per square kilometer (CSO 1997:2). In 1998, Zambia's population was estimated to
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have reached 10.1 million and it has been growing at annual rate of 3.1 per cent, one of the
highest in the world. According to the Zambia Human Development Report (1998:5), one of
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the main reasons for the persistent high growth of the population is the persistence, despite a
declining trend, of a high fertility rate. For instance, in 1969, the fertility rate was estimated at
7.4 children per woman, 7.2 in 1980, 6.7 in 1990, 6.5 in 1992, and it was estimated to 6.1 in
1996 (Economic Report 1998:22).
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A variety of socio-cultural factors contribute to the high fertility rate in Zambia. For

rs

example, child bearing begins early, about half of the women have either been pregnant or
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already had a first child by age 18 (Zambia Human Development Report 1998:5). Other
factors include low education especially among women, low contraceptive use, high levels of
infant and child mortality, and low socio-economic status especially that of women (see

U

Republic of Zambia, CSO 1996:24-25).
By the rule of numbers, it implies that Zambia's population will double by the year
2021 (i.e. if the current population growth were to continue). In term of age and sex, 16.5 per
cent of the population is under 5 years of age, 45.2 per cent of the population is below 15
years of age (Zambia Human Development Report 1998:6), 52 per cent of the population
were estimated to be females

(Economic Report 1998:22). lbe Zambia Human

Development Report (1998:5) notes increases in mortality rates especially during the 1990s
have contributed to a declining trend in life expectancy at birth. Figures from the CSO show
that in 1980 life expectancy at birth was 52 years, it declined to 46.9 years in 1990 and it is
estimated to have fallen further to 43.5 in 1996 (see Economic Report 1998:22). AIDS is a
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them low food prices as opposed to the necessity of improving incentives to farmers through
higher prices for their produce. (2) The choice between concentrating government efforts
and programmes on commercial and emergent farmers or on the majority composed of
peasant farmers. (3) The conflict that arises between pursuing a capitalist or socialist
approach to agriculture.
Like most countries in Southern Africa, Zambia inherited from the colonial period
agriculture divided between high-productivity (formerly European) commercial farms and
low-productivity communal farms. As was the case, colonial policies were tilted in favour of
expatriate (commercial) farmers, while traditional agriculture was ignored. Nevertheless, even
in the prosperous post-independence days, Zambian policy-makers saw agriculture as an
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alternative to mineral extraction, however, the government lacked an autonomous political
will to change the colonial policies that largely benefited large-scale farmers.
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In contrast, the manufacturing sector which the government had helped to create,
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generally enjoyed high rates of effective protection and so was uncompetitive in export
markets, while being highly dependent on foreign exchange earnings from copper to finance
its imports of raw materials and capital goods (Jones in van der Geest 1994:26). When the
worldwide recession of the 1970s hit Zambia, causing a slump in copper prices, the
manufacturing sector was affected at least as severely as mining.
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The mid-1970s marked a sharp discontinuity in the development of Zambia. As

rs

earlier noted, the country's terms of trade fell sharply following the 1973/74 oil crisis and the
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subsequent world economic recession. After 1973 the Zambian economy contracted because
of the massive decline in copper prices and the doubling of import prices (Bonnick 1997:49).
The 1979/80 oil crisis resulted in another sharp decline of the copper-petroleum terms of

U

trade (Andersson et al 2000:16). Bonnick (1997:49) notes that a sharp drop in copper
production after 1980 also contributed to the shortage of foreign exchange, in turn causing
the under-utilization of industrial capacity and the postponement of maintaining and
rehabilitating infrastructure. Although Zambia had joined the IMF in 1965, but because of
the economic boom the country was enjoying in the 1960s, it saw no point in using the
IMF's resources until in the 1970s. When the international copper prices continued to be
depressed, Zambia's economic strategy became impracticable. In 1980 the government
accepted the need for reform and turned to the IMF. The follo\\l"ing section will analyze
Zambia's socio-economic development, its strategies, errors and adjustment attempts.
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Zambia: Its Socio-economic Development
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introduction of the policy of creating a permanent fully industrialised labour force that begun
in 1940, and in particular, the training of the black workers, was an investment for the
copper mines, which later yielded dividends to the industry. Baldwin (cited by Mwanza
1992:1) notes that during the immediate post-World War II era, the copper mining industry
transformed Zambia into a rapidly growing economy.
The copper mining industry has been the backbone of Zambia's economy. Over the
years Zambia had used its positive trade balance to finance its service account (i.e. freight
and insurance), investment incomes and transfers abroad. (Andes son et al2000:16). Similarly,
in his study, Mwanza (1992:2) shows that in the mid-1950s, Zambia's economic revenue was
used as a market for the industrial development of Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe).
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During the period of the colomal rule, Zambia had managed to establish basic economic
structures. In other words, the country inherited a relatively sound economy from its colomal

To

masters. As noted in the foregoing paragraph, Zambia had a striving export enclave based on
the exploitation and exportation of copper up to the beginning of the 1970s. During this
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period Zambia enjoyed the balance of payments surplus and was able to accumulate modest
foreign exchange reserves (Chakaodza 1993:31). Andersson et al (2000:11) refer to the period

C

1964 to 1974 as 'Zambia's golden age'. What were the causes of Zambia's economic decline?
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It is argued that the factors that contributed to Zambia's economic decline were both

ty

external and internal.
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For decades, Zambia has depended heavily on the copper mining sector, and it is this
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sector which had spear-headed the development of a small, but vigorous manufacturing
sector (Mwanza 1992:2). It must be indicated that during the boom period, that is, the period
1964 to 1974, as shown in the previous section, the agricultural sector was neglected. 25 To

U

this day, the Zambian government still has not come up with a good agricultural pricing
policy, and the land tenure system also bears the marks of the colonial epoch, which was
designed to serve a minority. For example, commercial farmers, with a powerful lobby, have
significant influence on agricultural policy. Fertiliser subsides, which account for the bulk of
agricultural support, are mosdy to the benefit of large-scale farmers. This also applies to
credit schemes that have been used from time to time. The government has failed to respond
to the agricultural needs of small farmers in the country. Andersson et al (2000:15) cite
Wood and Shula who argue that this is a result of a direct confusion between rural
development and agricultural production within the Zambian strategies and plans. Kydd
shares this view and points out that rural development has been of a 'welfarist' nature (see

25

This is the period when the copper prices rose and its profit contributed highly to the government revenues.
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Andersson et al2000:15). As Andersson et al (2000:15) rightly point out, public investments
in rural development in Zambia have been some kind of compensation to the people living
there instead of emphasising production.
Zambia's failure to diversify its economy is one of the internal causes of its economic
decline. Indeed, the continued dependence on one commodity, 'copper', which accounts
largest portion of the country's foreign exchange earnings, has been the main obstacle to a
viable and sustainable economic growth (see Chakaodza 1993:31). For instance, when the
price of copper collapsed in 1975, the mining sector's share in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) was halved, and the sector ceased to make any direct contribution to government
revenue (van der Geest 1994:25). Mwanza (1992:2) argues that the other factor that brought
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about a massive contraction of the Zambian economy was the 1973 energy crisis. Both
Chakaodza (1993:32) and (Mwanza 1992:2) claim that this recession led, in part, to reduced

To

demand for copper, and thus, causing falling prices in export and rising import prices. This
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resulted in increased debt servicing, and so, Zambia's balance of payments problems
worsened.

Chisanga et al (1999:38) note that the introduction of the Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) in the mid-1980's, as urged by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank policy prescription, was thought to be necessary due to the poor state of

ity

the economy dating back to the 1970s. They further observe that the adoption of these
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economic policies, leading to heavy governmental borrowing and resulting in indebtedness,
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was intended to restructure and adjust the domestic economy to the competitive,
international economic environment (Chisanga et al 1999:38). A fuller discussion on SAP is

U

reserved for Chapter 3. In this section we only mention briefly the experience of policies
aimed at bringing about structural adjustments in Zambia from 1981-1990.
At the beginning of the 1980s, Zambia's external position was becoming critical
(compounded by the above-mentioned problems), the pressure on government to carry out
significant reforms, and the bargaining power of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the World Bank increased significantly. In other words, in an effort to halt the country's
economic recession and make the economy self-sustaining, the Zambian government had no
choice but to implement the structural adjustment programme with the assistance of the
international financial institutions. The period can be divided into five distinct phases: 26

1981-85

26

Attempted stabilisation and limited liberalisation, initially under an IMF
Extended Fund Facility, and then under a stand-by agreement.

For details on this subject see Jones in van der Geest (1994).
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restore economic equilibrium and growth. There has been progress with regard to some
macroeconomic balances such as the external account, but there has not been any vigorous
investment response. As observed by Andersson et al (2000:7), the extra resources have
primarily been used to restore the external balance, and since Zambia had built up large
foreign debts before adjustment efforts, most of the extra resources have had to be devoted
to debt service. Zambia is one of the worst cases of economic decline and built up of foreign
debt in Southern Africa.
In sum, it must be stressed that structural adjustment and economic reform are not
new in Zambia. As early as the 1970s, when copper prices collapsed, the government sought
assistance from the IMF and the World Bank to rectify imbalances in the balances of

w
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payments. However, the Zambian government demonstrated little commitment to the
reforms or to compliance with the associated the IMF and the World Bank structural
programme.

Before

1991

Zambia implemented

To

adjustment

structural

adjustments
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programmes 'in a piecemeal way' (see Bonnick 1997:51). Building on the renewed
adjustments efforts of the late 1980s, the current government has been pursuing an
aggressive adjustment programme since taking office in 1991.29
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Summary
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In the wake of our discussion on South Africa and Zambia's political and economic
histories, we summarise the main lesson derived. Both South Africa and Zambia have had

U

successful democratic transitions, in 1994 and 1991 respectively. Presently, the South African
and Zambian economies are in a period of transition. In the case of South Africa, its
economic transition is that of moving away from the distorted and unjust system created by
the apartheid regime, towards what will hopefully become a system characterised by equal
opportunity, efficiency, and prosperity for all. As noted elsewhere this chapter, in 1994 the
new South African government implemented its Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP) and then, in 1996 switched to Growth, Employment and Redistribution
(GEAR) as its macroeconomic strategy in order to address poverty, inequality and economic
injustices caused by the legacy of apartheid.
Zambia was and is still a one-commodity exporting country. When its mainstay
copper plummeted on the international markets in the mid-1970s, and with disastrous

29

Key measures are discussed in Chapter 3.
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GENERAL REVIEW OF THE CONCEPTS OF POVERTY
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CHAPTER THREE
CASE STUDIES IN POVERTY: SOUTH AFRICA AND ZAMBIA
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Poverty and Inequality in South Africa

In May 1997, Southern Africa held a
Forum on
Eradication in Windhoek, Namibia. The
of the forum was to promote action on the recommendations and decisions made at United Nations
international conferences
the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development, the
the Fourth World Conference on
the Habitat II
World Summit on Social
(FAO) Food Summit in 1996. The central
sustainable human development and poverty eradication. The forum
themes in these conferences were
and the
up of mechanisms for the
of national
addressed poverty issues in the
"r."TPrlh, reduction
which would ensure better
and monitoring of
reduction initiatives at country level. A declaration was adopted which emphasised the role of governments in
(NGOs),
based
(CBOs), the
the people,
sector, the media and other
in formulating and implementing programmes
to
and encourage
eradicate poverty in Southern Africa. The forum also called on SADC to continue to
member states to
poverty issues at the centre of their development "J5';HUI"".
38
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Secondly, there is a net of
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removals in both urban and rural areas,
Africans.
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reloc:ate:u to barren areas far from elImiOvm(!nt or adequate resources.

1992:33).
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follows is an
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ity

ill

on the

U

Patterns of Poverty in South Africa

See footnote 14. This study is unable to cover all the Acts that in one way or the other
on the socioof black South Africans in the period under review.
economic and political
40 For the government of the
the political
of
development was more important than
Economic self-sufficient for reverses or .homelands was
the economic motives of earlier
never a viable or desired
41 Part of a paper delivered by the Advocate Rams
President of South Africa NGO Coalition
to the National
l\1idrand, 26-28
1998. In the same paper, Ramashia notes
five per cent of poor
that 53 per cent of South Africans live below the R301 per month poverty line.
are Africans. More than 50 per cent of schools are without
and 24 per cent of schools have
no water within the walking distance. Fifty thousand white farmers own 85 per cent of
land. Twelve
millions households do not have drinkable water inside their dwellings or sites. Eighty seven per cent of African
children below the age of 12 are nutritional cOlnprorrused.
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Similarly,
infant mortality and adult 1ll11tenlCY South Africa
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Table
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they

A Gini coefficient is a commonly used statistical measure of the
based on the nature of the income distribution within that
of national income earned
-r------- of the
sub-divisions in the
income
The
wealth that there is in the
score on the test
the more uU<C<jU.U
also section on General
would indicate absolute income equality and 1 indicates absolute inequality
'-'VJ"'-"fJL~ and Deftnition of Selected Terms, p,
ldUU<11Ul>, this is pytrpfl'IPlv high,
43 South Africa Gini coefficient is about 0.58, in terms of international
UIU>'-"'Wl/4 a very skew distribution of income.
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perform
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1998:19 (Adapted from WorldueIJetol>mei'1lRepori 1996, World Bank 1996)
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Although the W1(~ml'loved are generally
to be illiterate, several studies indicate that they also include
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46 72 per cent of the poor in South Africa live in rural areas, and hence land forms an lmJ)Or1:ant part of their
livelihood.
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In the
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wltich were designed to enable the government to tacll1tal:e,
and coherence to the programme, For further details also see Lundahl (1999).
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notes that
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of the
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It was be<:or:rl111lg clear tha t
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formulated, was not a viable
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All', by the South
OU:Sillless (see Figure 3,
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the scope of the present
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For more information see 'Growth r.lIlllH>Vll1ltolll and Redistribution. A Macro-Economic
of South
Pretoria: Department of Finance.
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indicators of L'U"U"-U development are largely

Zambia all
reform

pL'J""LU.LL"U..u.~,

which ill(:lU<les
but

def>1re:d results in
and access to social

"pr,T1r.",,,

been hit the

are the poor,

HAL""''-'"

ill

et al (1
other

44_,,,, __4.

strategy,
it has led to

'WU'LU",.

not produced

deterioration

quantity, quality

return to later in

have

been erC)ded
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study conducted by the World
of all

with

needs.

eXl)ellld1tUrt'~s

n

",,,,".uV"'-'"

cent

at 76 per

IS

To
w

same
more pr()n()utlce:d

fact, recent "lU'''''''''';''

the poverty

llU.UL,4'.<O

in rural areas are 83 per
cent
per cent

poverty

figure

Table 9).

rs

ity

in urban areas is

people

of

states

Zambia

C

the CSO's

farming. In

ap
e

remote districts of

poverty

9: Incidence

ni

ve

Poverty by Rural/Urban

Poor Extremely

73
83
56

All
Rural
Urban

0/0

58
71
36

poor
'"h,,,n1",,'

Moderately

0/0

U

Total
%

10,168,000
1,344,000
3,824,000

unplanned

compounds) on the pelt1pJl1elY of urban
of

constraints their

example,
UH,JUl,\,.LJLV

Related to

is that most

(commonly

as

where their lack of legal status and
running water and
do not oo:sse:5S

plprtt'1rl'hl

deeds
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or houses,

hence

cannot use

~'-' •.",u.,u

as

economy, through

of the urban

un.re)~U1ate~d

illicit activities. In

the'

sum, the

~~,-'L~Aj:,

ranked as fourth
.... ...,'JU,JUJ..l ... '"

~ •.u",<u.,,;a

the poorest

et al1999:37). We now turn to

to
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is vividly

UO,,<;;lll.lY

some causes

in Zambia. Rather than attempting to be a cOlmp'rel1etllSlV analysis of causes of
""".uvu

and later serve to

nn",p.t-TIT

some causes of poverty

focus

the

1ssues

need to

Analysis of some causes of Poverty in Zambia

ill

as those that

L..t.I.. Lll'JUI.

on the

ap
e

causes of nn,,,p...,n1

n

next

To
w

addressed in

IS .....u'....u~.'"'u to

ll' H V U H

nlea.sUJted

1. Other causes

are ret:en:ed to in the introduction, as

C

to public and ma.crc)eoon()t

of access to

pr()sp,enty, inlmediately

independence. We

of

during

--.O'... U.C;A<4

seem

S()Cl,erv and

W ...

t.ln.'~ll";U

L,anlOl:ans

"a~h:""J.L

rs

'--',,""'UUAU

ity

to undermine

to

ve

1996:24). For example, an 1mIPOl:tarlt COmnlon mam ......

of post-independent Zambia was

care of

1994: 164).54 In other

ethos was A. . . ~'U"............. with a cultUJte of

UCVlCOJl.lU'CU'.lCO

on the

U

ni

the state should

".\.\.U.....

to

state.

epc;nClen.ce, when funds were ", ....

the
to

'.UJ..LV

available,

and access to

pre(:ept did
of

a

started to decline

L..t.I.lU'J~a

free from. Indeed, the decades
butde:str'Dv<~d

L,aU.J.Uj'a

tra,dltl.on of

with

party

government handouts

result that

nOll-l':DVerrlm!enI:alorganisations (NGOs), are finding it difficult to blunt the
(1996:24)

54

A humanist

tJu'Ulv"u'tJuy \UA','-U"","U

it,

later in this ~__ ~~ •. }.

is still

movements

all
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the

cu.nSI~qtlerlces.!t
str~lte~!;1es

to think policies

The

LLUV ..... " ' U

and

'humanism' and

that

are

a gmrerrunt!n

to transform

country

into an industrial modem '-''-''JU'J.LU
\-UUAU'.0.LH

De<:anle a national philosophy of "-<<tlHlJl<t.

prcIgra,nrrnes of the

and

development

UNIP'S reign was based on humanism. It is a
as

all activity. Zambian humanism provided

centre

rnellnr ....'

notes

which emlPhaSl:sed

whether it be

Zambia's humanist
of

was pn;sente:d as a great venture

would

colonial

of the

n

remove the

eXI)erun~ent

To
w

power.

consumption

the

"rn'nn"·n

r.'\'l1n·I-.... '·"

reverses had

them

1""'hrrnTP

country's resource

the

'-'''f.,.LVLW-l.'.I<.

nationalizing ownership of

Mulungushi Ketorms

of

matters worse,

llUif.JL'-'.lU ....UU..• U

a policy

together with a number

ity

economy.

L U . J ..... '-'v"

••

and

rs

firms
publishing were all

U<tILlUJll<t!!.GCU.

ve

np"""l,",<l1"\P1'

more difficult

C

to invest

and enormous

ap
e

only

that

was seen as

to

1'n "" r.

U

au'vu.ru..<.<,au.vu

(Andersson et al 2000:11).

ni

the gO'ITet11nlle!lt took over

co:nttnulLng to

t'n" 0. f

study notes that a common

eXl)erlerlce shows that African countries that attempted to nationalize their "'....'-'H\.J.lU",;;;>. the
1

o.r
private sector could

"' .... ,-'U\.JU.Ll'-

development.

lon.!!er:-(el[ID. this ext,enS.1on of
the

some
reI'ODOOs have

srupnon, particularly
affected the performance

the Zambian

ec~)n~[)n::lV

has

For a detailed discussion on Zambia Humanism see William Tordoff (1974), 'Politics in Zambia',
Ibid,
5? Ibid.
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L.Ja,Ln'JLa.

It is argued that government's
u ....."'p<CH'.. "'L.• '-'<::,

and

causes of poverty that L.J""'Hvu.. 1S eX1JetlenClng today.

Poverty Assessment in Zambia

L.J""'Hv~lsWUle-Spl~a(l.

IaI'-Ie~lcnlllg

poverty problems. With

belongs to the
last twenty years,

of

the

n

illustrate the

drastically declined,

L.J...,LUVLA

<:Pr"lr,~<:

To
w

section

to its

ap
e

far-reaching policy retonns, the Zambian economy

(1998:6) notes,

Zambia

1993, followed

1996 and 1997.

ve
th e ........

means that

58IIJid.

1997,

hpj",,,,>,,,,

that the LrumlJlan ...",,-,uVJ.uy

u.llJLLUa,J,>

'--'H":"",i~"

et al (1999:38) note that

inflation

pn$ellt strategy is to .... VJJ~
of the

1995 and was slightly

national eccmomv

eC()fl{)mlC impact of structural adjustments on

tenn

1990

capita

nearly
dOlne:,tlc product.

,_J.LLJ, ....

supply,

I"\p,,'(7pf'1'1

Kunda (1999:31)

ni
U

the direction of nel::tatlve
as a

notes

of

has

rs

only

O'1"rn'(7j'h

1992

the

1 per cent during the

ity

GDP

u ...,al'.'....

in 1991

by nej;1:atnre growth

1996 and 1997. The
rate has

growth.

1"Ipo.<:>tnTp O't'",uT'th

C

was followed

gO'velnnaellt can no

.......

l>UU'-",U,LCU

population, the Zambian govemrnent's

reform pn:>gl:aUlffie.
ustments are to ....... ~............ inflation

stabilise
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with a

to

growth,

poverty and 1:tnprove

with
degrees
create a

for

Zambian

problem. It
,-.uUU,'-Li~,

against

Bank,

success, has attempted to

growth as a provision

elsewhere
",",,-,--,vue>

the

govern:m(~nt 1S

greatest

1il 1992,

out

fighting
fact that

aware

"'U."J..l'_~'!,;'"

nn.'<rt"f"Mr

and is an area of immediate concern

nonl-g;Dv;err1:tnental organizations and civil

background

of

"nt-'Pf"

For

Zambian go·vernnlefllt.

the Ivfinistry

National

World Bank,

nnl:nnJ~S

an,,"'.....''-.....

live in

the tollo,",T1ilI?: 54 per cent

cannot meet their basic

To
w

The

n

embarked upon a worthwhile '-A'~"''''''''IJVIJU,ut

14 per cent are poor,

u"c"u,uu~

cent are rated as non-poor

e

32
Research

Zambian

J.'-'-,.. u.<. ...u~

the

U"',~LJ.JlLU~.L'-

of the

ap

Development 1995:2).

several re(:ornnlerlCla

C

for immediate action. The

drawn to

was
chosen had an
Since the

of

on

concern is to ..."',............

ity

government's

n,n~7pf"t..r

for poverty reduction
facilitating
resources and (4)

(3)

U
ni
ve

response to the

rs

(1) to ensure pro-poor

safety net

These actl0f.lS are said to

activities (we shall discuss

the

(see Zambia

1994:21

It is worthwhile to note that after independence

an

<O""JH'JJ..Li~'"

urban

force.

what the govelntlaellt

copper '-~LL""U#,;" and tax revenues to fund "'.. YY""ch-n

LJaJlUIJ.la

did not

adequate op,pC)rUlnJllle:s

policy

poor to In(:rellse their ill(:OIll1e, as well as ~__

government

,U"",L"l'-

was to follow a strate:gy that
ill 1:tn1)0t1t-sulbstltutmg

on
to

Extreme poverty in Zambia is a IelllllVCIV recent
At 1l1U<OP';IlU<OIlL.<o
it among the
affluent countries of the sub-Saharan Africa,
feU and pre.dUlctlc,n declined, Zambia became one of the poorest countries in the
its
~pvp ..pl" and inflation became rampant, The country is now
international
this was the
of Zambia's downturn and since
has
()() For a detailed discussion on the
immediate action plan for the
of the Poverty
Reduction Action
the reader is referred to Chapter 10 of the study on Zambia Poverty Assessment by
World Bank (1994).
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provide resources for

sector employment, government

following sec:t1on "'.""H~";:;" the eXl,elJerlCe of

consumer "u.'''~\.u'-" (WorId
pOJUCl4eS aimed at bnngll11g about structural
shall

and

exatntr.l.1ng the

We

1981 to

problems

Zambian economy which had

emLer~rea

1970s.61

the end

Zambia's Economic Strategies and the Politics of Adjustment
Zambia is an

the
on account of '--<u_"u.~" from the

sound economy,

.I.'-~;~'H'-L",U

To
w

1970s,
industry

growth rates and was able to accumulate

1rnnrP<:<:1'U'p

reverses.

foreign

,!"p,r1P""

the

ap

period we

C

severe current account .....,;:.\.A,J.I.U,y

Zambia was to treat

government

by
as temporary. It

to

<:t",tt_,p·t'rn

cuts

ity

heavy borrowing.

the baJlanCe--ot'-pa,ylIleIJlts, and

ll<l_\;;J.Jl.l<t>iy

deficits.

U
ni
ve

system to fund

'"l1-.n,"\rT

rs

to

Both external and intemal factors
'-'-'JU,-"U',-

the mid-

of

re~;pC)fiClea

public ex]:)enruulte,

The poor

e

to eXl)erlerlce econorruc

decline. 62 During

uaJun.J,u~

rn1-.n~>r

n

country 1l11.tJtetttea a

contributed to Zambia's economic

p,errortnallce

-Lau.u.I.\..>:>.

and
in

Political

contributed to Zambia's economic

decline.

Zimbabwe) unilateral

U""~.lAJ_aLl.v.l.l

1l11o·epenoence (UDI)

Rhodesia
-<'-i.lv ..'",,,'a

but not Zambia'

to close

rn'... n~'r

own sallctlO{IS on

-<'-i.1V'-'''-'''''

the country's
by

rp_r",-,n-n

new

which
to reduce

61
62

Some of the problems are discussed in
1; we shall
therefore refer to them where necessary.
Some of the causes of Zambia's economic decline are discussed in Chapter L

and
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developed new

by Chakaodza (1993:33),

costs of the sanctions

this kind were so enormous

Zambia that they 1.I..UUHOL eJrOClea

reserves.
Zambia

rate

a

to

growth

favourable international

and

pnces

to the

Both Bonnick

Jones note that

1965 and

per cent a

situation.
at an average rate of

sector growing at
1994:25). This

host to a

was

on

movements in

UULHLJeL

V ' J u u n...L.U

n

Zambia

1997:48;

To
w

as

its people. The country

movements was

ec()nC)m:lc cost
counter-subversion

U\O~,'U..11'"

an obvious

ap

to the country

pOnTI-Cal groups.

e

National

(ZAPU),

Africa. On

C

white re,g;tmc=s

in Lusaka in

"n .....

H.LV.LL"

they

were simply contributory factors to an economic situation which
back as

et al (2000:9) note

"on

capita income had more

only 6 per cent of nanO.nal

as far

eve of
1970, gross national

.tiL".V.L''''-',

as opposed to
ll{:oIllle. down

to
of
........,.ti.... " .

1970s

to 40

1980s, as well as econonuc

We now tum to
Zambia

shall
outset

;)ll'.LU'"Jo;

early 1970s.
.LUY.'-.LO.,'-'U

real

of

it is important to note that

causes of ,£.,,,".1l1Jla.

U
ni
ve

.... '.dL.LV'L. . ' "

n.U7p~T.>r

rs

political

in the sub-region.

ity

political and

of

to Zambia's ec()nC)tnJlc p,erJtorm21l1c:e were pardy as a

some

...U

is that

de~;tgrled

at the

ll(lep,eUaellce to restructure

63 In
section, we have discussed what happened to copper mining
industry,
in copper
and decline in copper prices from the mid-1970s
onwards had a bearing on the economic development of various sectors in Zambia.
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to

dominated Zambia's

a

Mineral exports were and continue to

important

population.
mining sector uses,

Zambia as a result

account the capital

new

mining and

m~res1tm4ent

not rely on it to

L<O'-HHU-I

~"-, •• ,,-,,-,,u....

the

after
colonial era,

its ec()nC)m.JlC

'-"-'"u. .....,,,

It

diversifying

",rt,"'.... 4.A"

'Development Planning and

ert.otrJlla:£lce. The ttalme'WOlrk
namely, First National Development

rlt"\hTP'rI

was to run under

(1966-1970), Second National
Plan (1979-1983)

(1972-1976), 'Third National

National

lcc:or,Oltllg to

(1

....H.pU''''", during

n

Plan (1989).
First

To
w

)ev(~lOplme:nt

the

Plan was on the development of mfrastructure, especially health, education, energy,
~f

era,

were realised.

Second and Third Development

were

inequalities, development

tourism, real

ity

From

U
ni
ve

donor

rs

not realised.
of

all',',u .....J.'-'"

L\,.-LU" .... U

to

~'''''' ....'''..+

was seen as a

were

whose objectives were to
began 1987 was never

Zambia's New Economic

."'''.LUJ.,,,-,

.... ,,'-'U'-'J.UL"

from

structural adlius1tm.ent

problems, strong opposition for trade unions
the

business
"-,ua,,,aVUJ,"X

mcrease

of

of the eX1J01:t-llmOort

C

ap

the objectives of the

immediate

e

Owing to

(1993:35)

and

Bank

decline

reserves as a

of falling copper

"

a 'compulsory
UJ.. • ..lH.;;J...LJ.llVJ..''-',

a

HUHU" .......

loan aQl:eelne:nrs

1986. Also

two

shock and

m
mjtra~3tnJ.cturl~,

energy,

J",'-' ......... ,"'" .......u ......... ll',

a~',.L'-\.UU,LL"",

education,

continued to be spread over operations
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IMF imposed their
"'''''LUlU,",,,

on

stand-by

and Extended

conditionality included .... ...,~~~l;'"

(EFF). Chakaodza

on overall

art:an.l'~errlents

credit to g01v-ernrrlen

as well as a re(1U(:nCln m g01v-ernrrlen

cent to 7

programme was tied to a three-year

World

to reorient

to

industrial products. 64

agriculture

In 1981,

EFF

IMF
lus'tmlent and "" ...",,,:£1p£1

more emphasis on structural

adjustment

From 1981-1985,

to

m<!011llTI-te.rm adjustment

1,..fl,'-'~UU.UJlH<O

to cover the

1J<:;,LlVU

1981-1983, sut>pclrte:a

gO'iTetl:lment had failed to meet the IMF c01tetlla (see
1970s

Bank pr()gramme loans

ap

Zambia

t'P(,'Pi'<rP£1

turn out to

1994:26)

Jones (in van der

U
ni
ve

(1989) cited
en4:11t1llt:e were

IMF

were

""AAt'I",

grade

government. Jones also notes that

nominal

m

real mClorrle loss on
hence

Lamt)1altn a'Dprmlcn to its economic
"" ...",,,1,,,, sources

January

1970s in an att<!ml)t

urban

Zambia

1982 the

not seriously

had an acute fmancial and

was to
credit dried

to pOst}:lot:le
the country
to

Ibid.

after the Zambian government had
the EFF arranged,
66 Ibid.
65

that major cuts in

capital investment

debilitating effects on

r(!torm no longer.

Ah.op,.,,,pc

1978,

most heavily on recurrent

64

the IMF,

objectives were to restore balance-of-

rs

equilibrium

nn"tT,n.-.."

1994:26).

who state that the

ity

prclgr:unme was to cover two

eC()nCl!l1JLC r<!tolrm, but

financial assistance

Ndulo

of

Andersson et al (2000:18)

ualI..LUJ",u

in van de

C

Andersson et al (2000: 18) note, "in

salaries

Zambian

at adjustment despite three

agr:eeltnents and the

V H'<:OU.:l"

because

1997:50; Chakaodza

e

During

To
w

1982, the a\l!'eerneru was discontinued

n

(SDR)

to need for reform and returned to the If-.1F in 1980 was

.rI;."c" ... r
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to

commit

structural
package. 67

framework

this

the conditions included a 20

SDR, the decontrolling of

avoidance

errlDl'OVlmenr. reduction in public
subsidies

as

<;OAlfJ<;011UJ.ILUl'.o,

the

wholesalers

'-'''''.LAU",A'UA

foreign

preferential access to half
by 30 per cent
eXIDolrt tax (see

of

freedom to

to
it

ex~ch~Ill~;e

earnings; it increased the
it

by 70 per
the

of maize

trc,dUlced a 4 per cent
of the

"'.1.1.1."•• .'-41

programme were to

that in

Andersson et al (2000: 19)

Graham

of agj~regal:e domestic

54) argues

Zambian govel:nt1o.el1t

(1997:51)

of logistical

of

<t<..-J.ll<tUVl1

that "...."".ll.leua. perceived
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conditions

IMF and

U
ni
ve

political cost to himself as
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government

unrest in

policies. 68

(1997 :51)

softening
eXltennal

1J<l'YU1."UL"

country's fiscal

problems.
p""-'n,.'UJIUL., ...

early as

Bank.

opposition to its policies manifest in

more

L.1U"'U"l<U
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resistance to
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of the state

implementing the new

personal

prcogl:arrJ1Ile, .... , ...""v.sU.An a lack

Le."-A>..... ,""

Bonnick

C

and even more the will to

political

y,-"s.,,-a.UY.

e

re(lWCn~[)n

embarked on policies that
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toc::tls:ed on the

the
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n

J.JVUL.LL....n.

incomes

govel:nt1o.e!lt took the

a

export

particularly

10 per cent on

At the same
retailers

cent

1970s,

and ...

"'LJiLVU.U\.-

collapsed,

reform are not new to

~4J.J."JJ.'"

Zambian

llD'reOlll1liOnt commitment to reform occurred in October
following successful
reopened
with the
the World Bank and
and
elections. The
started
bilateral donors for financial
for the
programme. The
the ambitious process of
the conditions attached to various stand-by agreements and Extended
Finance Facilities.
68 Both the students' riots and the industrial unrest were as a result of cuts in subsides and
decontrol on
most COfllll1odities
or marketed
public
(leaving
the
of
wheat flour,
For
consumer
rose form 13 per cent in
bread and candles to be determined by
1982 to 33 per cent in 1985. Much of the blame of this escalation is often put on the rapid
of the
exchange rate.
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or to
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Notwithstanding
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from
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import
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World Bank made
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at

1983, it was a

policy was introduced
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With the introduction

order to

rate
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e
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the

van

support

cns1s

diversifying
World Bank

adhering to the
to the auction system,
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rate
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According to
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For ideas on this
the reader is referred to the work of
Walter. 1972. How
Underdevceloped Africa. London:
Publications.
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huma:rut:anans dominated the debate. Their
was that economic
is essential but insufficient
concerned. From the 19705 through to the
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as far as the realisation of human
From this
development was defined as a
those who
combination of economic growth and
potential. But Ivfichael Todaro (1985:85) had this to say
about
"It is a multidimensional process involving
in social structures, popular
attitudes and national institutions as well as the acceleration of economic growth, reduction of inequality
and the eradication of absolute poverty."
99 The RDP was released before the 1994 election
COSATU and
the SACP) as its main
platform. The African
~VUl'.",-,,,, of South African
Trade Unions
and South African Communist
framework
is discussed in
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outcome of
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Ibid.
Ibid.

In August 1997, the Church Leaders' fomm launched a
to fight poverty. Prior to the August
canLlpalgt1, the Poverty Commission organlsed a National Ecumenical Consultative
on Poverty
At this workshop church
listened to the experts on the nature
was held
and extent
before
to start an awareness
and take the
week.
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In 1991 these were rep,ealed, and land reform is now a central and open issue.
The 1936 Land Act made
more land was allocated for African ocC:up:ltlon.
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led-government approached the land
programme. This had
tenure reform.
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persons
quality

Ibid.

Towards the
Elections in
2000 Zimbabwe
the worst land crisis since
lndlep,enclence when the so-called war veterans
'more than 700 white owned farms. Political
argue that the Zimbabwean revolution and the
settlement did not resolve the issue of
common access to and ownership of the
the present uprising of landless
the years of neglect by a
(1998:20) notes that the absence of
autonomous
will to address
the colonial laws that govern
land and natural resource distribution,
access and management is a key problem in a
lJUIaU:>cu countries such South Africa and Zimbabwe.
in non-settler countries such as
oZ~lmt)1qlle and
the
redistribution of land continues to grow. If this situation is
will experience the Zimbabwe situation.
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107 For details on the Land Reform Programme see May et al. 2000. Livelihoods and assets. Cf. L.
2000. Land Reform in South Africa.
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poverty.

~,ua-<-l1UJl<-U VL~\a ...",a.",v"." have become involved in trying to address the problem
of access to
the Moravian Church has embarked on
on the land it
owns. This includes a shoe factory, and an industrial glove
an
etc.
Also the
Lutheran Church has ensured that on the "'IHallllVlI.llll,!!;"
details see van Donk
community centres and schools are built
109 See
Charge to 58 th
of the Synod of the Diocese of Cape Town, 1997.
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110 The other role palyers at the summit were the Transitional National Development
DanChurch
ESSET and Interfund.
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Address at the National Poverty Summit
the Anglican ""trICn[)lSrlOp of Cape
the Most
uU''')o;''U"'', 26
1998, Midrand.
cit.
statement is
of the paper
the President of the South African NGO
Advocate Rams Ramashia, to the National
Summit. "In South Africa,
poverty is a national crisis. It is not the problem of the poor, and its eradication is not the exclusive
of govemment... it is important that government and civil society
work
with the poor in
the legacy of
For this
to work,
constructtve cnttclsm. . .
of us raise
go,rerJllment must cease to be too sensitive to
to see
Civil society for its part should also refrain from
criticism because of our
just
out armchair criticism
solutions to the
of poverty... under the
banner of SANGOCO decided in 1996 to wage another
of the
the struggle
poverty.
Since
is about lack of access to resources,
SANGOCO felt that the
of our struggle must be ainIled at
power
that those who
been denied access
exclusion are relieved of the burden
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115 If we analyse the
leaders' commitment to eradicate poverty in South
the
we see the urgency among church leaders to move
issues they identified as
immediate
were: (1) To review to which extent
from words to action. The aims of the Speak Out on
policy has affected and continues to
access to each of the dusters of socio-economic
(2) To assess the
or otherwise of
programme and
for
the
conditions of
who are poor, vulnerable and
(3) To nrrlVlrll"
people's concerns to be heard and highlight issues of major concerns to
recommendations on how to improve government policies and
so that they have a
on the
of lives of
(See Advocate Ramashia address to the
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116 Zambia is a member of the nOfl-aU.l!fle:Q Movement. However, under the Kenneth Kaunda's pre:slden(;y
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Recapturing the Forgotten Vision
Jubilee 2000

What is Jubilee 2000? Jubilee 2000 is a global campaIgn calling for the
cancellation of debts of the world's poorest countries by the end of 2000. The campaign
originated from northern nations. It was started by a number of individuals in the United
Kingdom, who believed that radical action was needed to address the devastating impact
of debt. This campaign built on the experience of active campaigning against the debt by
different organisations around the world. The Jubilee 2000 campaign has focused on

To
w
n

calling for a one-off remission of debt along the lines of the Jubilee year described 'in
Leviticus. In Africa, the Jubilee 2000 was launched in Accra, Ghana, 16th to 18th April
1998. Since the Accra Conference, a number of National Coalitions have been launched

ap
e

in Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda and Zambia. The Jubilee 2000
Afrika Campaign was held under the theme "UHURU Resurgence: Against Debt

of
C

Bondage for total Afrikan Redemption". Both South Africa and Zambia launched their
own Jubilee campaigns in November and August 1998 respectively.
The Jubilee 2000 Coalition agrees that there is no simple answer to how much

rs
ity

debt should be cancelled and what it would cost. It argues that the amount and
mechanism of debt cancellation cannot be imposed by creditors, but must be negotiated

ni
ve

between creditor and debtor through a fair and transparent process. However, at three
international conferences in Accra, Rome and Tegucigalpa, the international members of

U

Jubilee 2000 Coalition set out very clearly demands on what kind and levels of debt must
be cancelled. The following are the three declarations: (1) The Accra Declaration, which
calls for the cancellation of African debt. (2) The Tegucigalpa Declaration, which for calls
for the cancellation of illegitimate and immoral debt. (3) The Rome declaration, which
call for cancellation of: debt which cannot be serviced without placing the burden on the
poor; debt which in real terms has effectively already been paid (because of changing
terms of trade or rising interest rates); debt for improperly designed projects; odious
debt, apartheid and apartheid-caused debt, and debt incurred by repressive regimes; and
the debt of countries affected by Hurricane Mitch.
The biblical concept of the Jubilee raises a question: how relevant is this vision
today? Is it right to claim that the debt poor countries owe Western governments and the
international western-controlled institutions is a form of slavery? Those who are
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CONCLUSION
This study has attempted to outline a general picture of poverty and
impoverishment in South Africa and Zambia. It is within this scope that we tried to
examine how churches in these two countries are responding to the challenges of poverty
and impoverishment. The study is not meant to provide a set of concrete answers to the
extent and nature of poverty in South Africa and Zambia, or blueprints for churches to
follow in their role to eradicate poverty. The scope of this study leaves room for further
debate and discussion, especially that the whole study relied on documentary review.
Moreover, there is not the space in the extent of a limited study like this to deal with

w
n

every aspect of poverty and impoverishment as documented in the selected documents

To

reviewed for this study. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the ideas suggested here can help
create a framework of thinking for churches in South Africa and Zambia in addressing

of
C
ap
e

the problem of poverty and impoverishment.

South Africa may be classified as a middle-income developing country with an
abundant supply of natural resources, well-developed financial institutions, a modern
infrastructure, and a stock exchange which ranks amongst the largest in the world
(Department of Welfare 2000:12). But as shown in this study, the extent of poverty and

ity

inequality, amongst its population shows that income has not been invested equitably in

rs

human development. The research findings captured in the Poverty and Inequality study
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by May (2000) indicate that many households still have unsatisfactory access to clean
water, energy, health care and education. The challenges that South Africa faces are to

U

create a strong and balanced economy in order to alleviate, eliminate or eradicate
poverty, develop a dynamic human resource capacity, facilitate the creation of a
prosperous southern African region and engage the world economy in sustainable
manner (Department of Welfare 2000:12).
As established in this study, after the democratic elections in 1994, the South
African government adopted the RDP as its macroeconomic policy, and later
supplemented it with GEAR in 1996. As stated in Chapter 3, GEAR is premised on the
understanding that economic growth and the creation of employment are essential for
reducing poverty and inequality. Has GEAR as a tool that the South African government
aims to achieve its macroeconomic stability and as an economic reform programme
meant its desired goals? Has GEAR generated sufficient jobs? Has it helped in the
redistribution of income and opportunities ,in favour of the poor? Have its policies
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important question to ask is: "Whose asset is the national budget?" If it is national asset,
then it belongs to the people.
The ministry of the church remains incomplete and insensitive if it does engage
in matters of the national wealth, the distribution of resources and economic justice
(Challenge 59, 2000:18). True Christian faith entails commitment to the struggle against
human exploitation and misery. Churches know that their task is to uphold human values
as presented in the gospel which include, among others, concern for the poor, justice for
the oppressed and marginalised. To this end therefore, engaging in budgetary process
offers churches an opportunity to express its values. If they remain silent, they abdicate
their responsibility to stand up for what they are called to, that is, to advance the cause of

w
n

the poor and the disadvantaged.
In summary, chUrches in South Africa and Zambia cannot remain unresponsive

To

in the face of the enormous social and economic injustices that exist in their countries,

of
C
ap
e

which continue to push the majority of their population into a depressing economic
situation. These situations have in many cases become inhuman wretchedness. Against
this background, it is necessary to re-emphasise strongly that churches should engage
with government to work toward fulfilling the requirements of justice and equity, and by
so doing making every effort possible in putting to an end the economic inequalities

U
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ve
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ity

which exist in these two countries.
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APPENDIX I
SOUTH AFRICAN AND ZAMBIAN TRENDS
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Table 12: South .o..u,n.....u Population and Urbanisation
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19: Statistics
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Table 22: Gross Enrolment Rates (%) in Zambia
Grades 1-7
Whole Country
Rural Zambia
Urban Zambia

Girls
78.4
64.2
97.1

Boys
87.1
74.3
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Both Sexes
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Source: Below the Poverty in Education: A situation of Girl Child Education in Zambia

Table 23: Trends in the Distribution of Poverty by Province in Zambia, 1991-1996
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1983
1984
April 1985
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January 1987
March-May 1987
Mav 1987
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February 1990
September 1991

Programme

One-year stand-by agreement with the IMP for SDR 19 million
One-year stand-by agreement with the IMP for SDR 19 million
Two-year stand-by agreement with the IMP for SDR 250 million
The 1MI' offers help with preconditions: three-year Extended Fund Facility for 800 Million
IMF plan cancelled because objectives are not met.
Return to the IMI' after failure to find alternative sources of funds; one-year stand-by agreement
with IMF for 2SDr 211 million.
Twenty-one stand-by agreement for DSR 225.
IMF agreement suspended for non-compliance.
"Shadow program" transformed into twenty-four month stand-by agreement with the IMP for 229
SDR million
Kenneth Kaunda backs away from reform measures; the IMF and World Bank programs are
suspendcd.
Discussions with 1MI' to get program back on track.
Kaunda announces suspcnsion of IMF rcform effort.
Informal talk with IMF and World Bank.
Zambia reaches preliminary aj!'feemcnt with thc 1MF and World Bank.
The IMF and World Bank suspend agreement in response to Zambia's failure to make payments in
July.
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Figure 1: Chronology of Adjustment Programme of Zambia. 1973-1991

Source: Joan M. Nelson (see Graham 1994:150),
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APPENDIX II

SOUTHERN AFRICAN TRENDS
Table 24: Human Poverty Index in the SADC Region

COUNTRY
INDEX VALUE

HUMAN POVERTY

HUMAN

INDEX RANK

w
To
e

of

C

ap

13
17
29
35
45
50
59
60
72

Mauritius
Zimbabwe
Botswana
Lesotho
Zambia
Tanzania
Namibia
Malawi
Mozambique

n

(PERCENT)
12.5
17.3
22.9
27.5
35.1
39.7
45.1
45.8
50.1

U

ni
ve

rs
i

ty

Source: Extracted from the Human Development Report of the UNDP (1997:126-127).
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Table 25: HDI Ranking for Developing Countries (SADC Member States)

Per capita
HDI
Rank

Real GDP
Per capita
(PPPUS$)
1994

Real GDP
Per capita
Rank minus
HDI Rank

Country

Value

Mauritius
South Africa
Botswana
Swaziland
Namibia
Zimbabwe
Lesotho
Democratic Rep. Congo
Zambia
Tanzania
Angola
Malawi·
Mozambique

0.831
0.716
0.673
0.589
0.570
0.513
0.457
0.381
0.369
0.357
0.335
0.320
0.281

61
90
97
114
118
129
137
142
143
149
157
161
166

13.172
4.291
5.367
2.821
4.027
2.196
1.109
429
962
656
1.600
694
986

-30
-10
-30
-10
-35
-10
14
31
15
21
-24
7
-9

ap

e

To

w

n

HDI

of

C

Source: Extracted from the HDR (1997)

a.

1980-90
2.77
3.22
3.31
2.70
4.48
2.62
3.05
2.54
2.89
3.56
3.39
2.93
2.97
1.76

rs
i

1970-80
2.27
3.77
2.91
2.33
3.19
2.56
2.78
2.78
3.04
3.20
3.08
2.82
2.81
1.86

ni
ve

U

Angola
Botswana
Congo DR
Lesotho
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
South Africa
Swaziland
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Southern Africa
Africa
World

1960-70
1.50
2.62
2.83
2.03
2.50
2.33
2.50
2.59
2.54
2.92
3.27
2.58
2.64
2.05

ty

Table 26: Population Growth Rates in Southern Mrica (Annual Averages)
1990-00
3.58
2.91
3.15
2.49
2.79
3.19
3.16
2.36
2.74
2.73
2.87
2.88
2.91
1.69

2000-10
3.05
2.62
3.01
2.37
2.70
2.72
2.88
2.01
2.58
2.67
2.45
2.61
2.69
1.39

2010-20
2.86
2.10
2.93
2.07
2.90
2.47
2.57
1.62
2.22
2.86
2.22
2.42
2.37
1.17

2020-25
2.60
1.64
2.68
1.78
2.62
2,27
2.21
1.30
1.91
2.65
1.81
2.20
2.18
1.03

Source:: IFR du Toit and H. B. Falkena. 1994. The Structure of the South Africa Economy.
ABSA Bank)
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Table 27: Southern Africa - GDP at Current Prices, 1995-1998 (US $ MilIion)***

3.0

1997
7,830
5,713
11,730
1,054
1,721
4,506
1,721
3,150
530
140,020
1,101
4,542
3,913
7,884
2.4

n

1996
6,960
5,315
19,437
958
1,636
4,292
1,636
3,026
515
137,275
1,069
4,389
3,252
7,509

w

1995
6,187
4,318
6,140
841
1,465
3,940
1,462
3,162
518
133,927
1,073
4,192
3,412
6,606
2.5

To

Angola
Botswana
Congo (DR)
Lesotho
Malawi
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Seychelles
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Growth Rate %*

1994
6,870
4,011
5,829
766
1,283
3,514
1,433
2,926
488
121,619
988
3,378
3,262
5,819
2.5

1998*
8,674
6,113
11,249
1,159
1,807
4,798
1,807
3,307
546
143,520
1,107
4,678
3,150
8,357

3.0

e

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa Sub-Regional Development Centre

U

ni
ve

rs
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ty

of

C

ap

(SRDC) for Southern Africa, 1998.
SRDC - Estimate
*
Estimates by the Central Statistics Office, Lusaka.
**
***Table adapted from Republic of Zambia, Economic Report 1998, p. 13
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Table 28: Poverty Reduction Policies and Programmes
Congruence and Divergence

Employment
Policy

Namibia

National
Long term
Perspective Study

Swaziland

National
Development
Strategy

South
Africa

Social Welfare
Policy

Zambia

National Poverty
Reduction Strategic
Framework

Zimbabwe

Revision of Social
Dimensions of
Structural
Adjustment into
poverty policy with
Action Plan

Inter-institutional
National Committee
on
Poverty Reduction

rs
i

ty

of

Malawi

Civil service reform,
decentralisation,
effective planning &
budging, households
surveys partnerships
with NGOs & donors,
merging fragmented
Units, transparency in
use of Development
Fund
Poverty Monitoring by
National Economic
Council

Skills Training, micro
credit, employment
generation through
private sector
development
Hmnan resource
Development (education

Through Social
Safety Net (i)
lower price of
food (ii) expand
labour intensive
public works &
provide food
supplements

Poverty
Alleviation
Programme, Trust
Fund,Public
Works Programme
Social Security
Development
Fund
National Medical
Aid
Fund and National
Pension Fund
Social Security

U

ni
ve

Improving community
based structures

Reconstruction and
Development
Committee,
Decentralisation
National Social Safety
Net
Co-ordina ring
Committee

&

Health), private sector
development

n

Social Policy
Framework and
Action Plan in Place

Income
supplementation,
food transfers

w

Lesotho

Empowerment

To

National
Policy in Women in
Development

Direct Assistance
Programmes

e

Botswana

Capacity Building
(Institutional
Framework)
Women's Unit

ap

Policy Framework

C

Country

Southern Mrica,

in

Public Works
Programme
Social security

Private sector and
enterprise
Development, skills
Training & micro credit
delivery
Affirmative Action
Programme, private
sector
development

Labour intensive
technologies,
Promoting selfemployment
and informal sector,
private
Sector development
Skills
training
enterprise
Development

and

Public Welfare
Assistance

l\ficro credit for
enterprise development,
agriculture & rural
development, HU!llan
resource development

Welfare grants

Land resettlement,
reforms,
micro credit delivery

Source: SRDC-SA Secretariat (http://www.un.orglDepts!eca!summitlokello.htm

